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he world is constantly changing.
Ethereum Blockchain and has most of its features
Digitalization is a part of life now. Blockchain
whereas it boasts of superior transaction speeds,
will become a major breakthrough for
low transaction fees and a better architecture that
most of the spheres in the years to come. Tiga
allows scalability. BEP-20 is a token standard on
Token Digital represents the future providing
Binance Smart Chain that extends ERC-20, the
the solution for the community with versatile
most common Ethereum token standard. These
marketplace, cryptocurrency exchange as well
standards define how the tokens operate on the
as its own blockchain. Tiga Token Digital (TTD)
blockchain and the rules for their usage are coded
was established in 2021 in Bali, as an integrated
as well.
information technology (IT) company.
Entrepreneurs and field professionals
Tiga Token Digital represents the future providing the
established Tiga Token Digital at
solution for the community with versatile marketplace,
the start of 2021 and immediately
cryptocurrency exchange as well as its own blockchain.
launched NEFTiPEDiA as their
first project, then followed with
NEFTiLAND NFT Game. And there
are two other products that will
launch very soon such as DOOit Exchange and also
SIGNature Coin based on its own blockchain.

The advancement in the blockchain technology
and smart contracts have increased the possibilities
that one can achieve through Cryptocurrencies
and NFTs. As the world moves towards adopting
Blockchain and NFTs as accepted mediums of
trading, the endless convenience and benefits they
offer are unfathomable. Some of the advantages
that the technology offers are instant verifications,
faster processing, lower fees and security among
other benefits.

Our tokens now are based on Binance Smart Chain,
Binance Smart Chain is a forked version of the

The adoption of cryptocurrencies has risen
steadily in the past decade. As of this writing, 19%
of the world has bought digital currencies since
Bitcoin got unveiled in 2009. The cumulative
market capitalization of cryptocurrency markets
has peaked over US$2 trillion, with more than
6,000 virtual currencies in circulation2. Nowadays,
cryptocurrencies have become a hot topic and
much sought after. Lots of tokens and coins
appeared to give people the opportunity to trade
and invest in cryptocurrency.

Decentralization is the core philosophy behind
Blockchain and cryptocurrencies. It is the primary
reason Bitcoin got unveiled. Cryptocurrencies
should wrestle away the power of monetary control

from centralized authorities and give it to the
masses. However, it is only possible to optimize
two out of three principles: decentralization,
scalability, and security when it comes to
Blockchain.

Users cannot trust any cryptocurrency
that compromises security. And because
decentralization is the core tenet of virtual
currencies, most Blockchains often forego
scalability. While this allows users to have access
to a secure and decentralized platform, it often
disenfranchises ordinary users, leading to high
barriers to entry due to scalability issues.

No government or centralized entity governs
or controls emissions of cryptocurrencies. This
makes virtual coins highly volatile currencies
when compared to fiat currencies. Also,
cryptocurrencies’ lack of institutional capital and
intrinsic value coupled with prevailing short-term
investments makes them highly volatile.

While the highly volatile nature of virtual
coins may be alluring for some investors, it
demotivates the general population from
adopting them as a medium of exchange
and store of value. Stablecoins, which peg
cryptocurrencies’ value to real-world assets, can
prevent volatility.

Trading in virtual currencies is restricted to techsavvy investors or those who have the patience
and time to learn the Blockchain basics and

how cryptocurrencies work. This problem gets
compounded by many abstract and technical
concepts in Blockchains that are difficult to grasp
for beginners.

Such users often find it extremely hard to use
cryptocurrencies for day-to-day transactions.
To facilitate mass adoption of cryptocurrencies,
users must be equipped with essential
Blockchain and cryptocurrency concepts.

We are committed to implementing a
straightforward cryptocurrency exchange that
provides enhanced security with high stability
and a friendly user interface to facilitate people
doing transactions and storing their own crypto
assets securely and comfortably.

■ Our vision is to become the largest provider
of all the services that are blockchain based,
strarting from NFT marketplace, crypto
exchange, crypto wallet and NFT game that
have been developed as of now up to our
Metaverse and blockchain that are planned for
the near future.
■ Our mission is to make every user’s
experience seamless and efficient, to bring
more people to use the blockchain based
services regularly and make the technology
serve in the best interests of the users.

THEPROJECTS

THE ORIGIN OF NEFTiPEDiA

F

or the past two years the
world has acquired super
fast movement in terms
of digital world development.
Cryptocurrencies became a hot
topic and much sought after.
Lots of marketplaces appeared to
give people the opportunity to trade various
digital objects using those Cryptocurrencies as
means of payment.

The idea to create NEFTiPEDiA came to Jimmi’s
mind after he analyzed the current marketplace
situation and got inspired to create something
different where the community plays the main
part in navigating the marketplace rather than
the founders. The name NEFTiPEDiA contains
NEFTi = NFT and PEDiA = from a back formation
of ENCYCLOPEDIA.

NEFTiPEDiA has big ambition in mind
to bring not only digital art but everyday
objects like fashion items, vehicles, property
and such to the marketplace.

NEFTiPEDiA has big ambition in mind to bring
not only digital art but everyday objects like
fashion items, vehicles, property and such to the
marketplace. We are absolutely sure it will be
a game changer for many users all around The
World.

NEFTiLAND

N

EFTiLAND is a Pet Tamerinspired NFT Games which
currently runs on the web
(we are planning this game to run
on Mobile soon). Dragon is the
main protagonist of NEFTiLAND. As
a player, you can train your dragon, join the race,
and earn the prize from it.

In the nearest future it will be adapted into
Metaverse and the user will be able to buy
virtual estates there.

Background Story
One time there’s empty land. The dragon lord
watches the land; it is so silent, without life. In
that land, it’s full of resources. Then the mighty
Dragon gives life to the Land and calls the Nefti.
Now the Nefti need the master who wants to pet
them. Then the Nefti want to compete and play.
The master is the important thing to the Nefti to
make them the best.
In the nearest future it will be adapted into
Metaverse and the user will be able to buy virtual
estates there.

DOOiT Token

T

oken DOO is created on
DOOiT platform to support
the ecosystem of DOOiT
Exchange. DOO is an innovative
virtual coin designed for a highly
secured store of value that users
can easily stake to earn interest. It also comes with
its own token powered by BEP20 protocol. This
token will have a total supply of 1,000,000,000
tokens. More details on the DOOiT Token are
found below in the Tokenomics Section.

What is DOOiT Exchange? DOOiT Exchange is
an innovative cryptocurrency platform to buy,
sell and trade crypto to
crypto or to fix at, it is
designed to be a highly
secure store of value that
can be easily staked to
earn interest. Like bonds,
certificates of deposit,
and time deposit bank
accounts, longer stakes
provide higher yields.

web features that users can leverage to buy, sell,
or withdraw cryptocurrencies seamlessly and
securely. To promote mass adoption, we are now
working on a mobile exchange app (Android or
iOS) and web browsers app soon.

SIGNature Blockchain and Smart
Contracts

A

smart contract is a contract
that has been translated
into the software language
of the blockchain, stored on
the blockchain, and can be
autonomously executed by a
triggering event. Put differently, a smart contract
is a series of if/then statements programmed and
saved on the blockchain.

Once the requirements of the smart contract are
met, the contract will automatically be executed
and the resulting action will be stored and shared
across the blockchain. For example, a songwriter
can sell a digital song at a certain price in an
online music app.

Friendly Design We
are implementing the
DOOiT with an intuitive, easy-to-use interface
complete with visual representations of the
cryptocurrency assets. A customized UI will allow
users to store and manage their portfolios quickly.

This agreement could be programmed into
Ethereum as a smart contract. The smart contract
will automatically distribute payment to the
songwriter when a fan buys the digital song and
capture the transaction in the blockchain.

It will also allow them to track cryptocurrency
assets seamlessly from a single pane of glass. We
also intend to incorporate elegant and powerful

During the development of blockchain platforms,
system developers have the ability to program
smart contracts that will render transactional

data, or records, cryptographically inaccessible.
This means the records are not deleted from
blockchain, but are cryptographically redacted
to block the data from general view. It is not clear
yet if cryptographically inaccessible data means
will be permanently inaccessible and therefore
could be considered “removed” from a complete
record. From a records management perspective,

Features of a Blockchain

features like cryptographically inaccessible data

can openly collaborate without fear that one will

A few things happen when you allow anyone to
participate in the operation of a blockchain.
• Collaboration among competitors - Entities
that would normally be in competition with one
another have a common platform in which they

Collaboration
Among Competitors

Flexibility

BLOCKCHAIN
FEATURES

Resilience

Distributed Veriﬁcation

indicates that records retention and disposition
was not included as part the original intention
of blockchain developers. The use of these
smart contracts could potentially address record
access, retention, disposition, and litigation hold
requirements, depending how the blockchain
rules, roles, and features are developed.

surreptitiously circumvent the rules.
• Flexibility - It neither matters who the
participants in a blockchain are, nor whether
they remain the same over time. Therefore,
applications can be built in which the
composition of the stakeholders is continuously
shifting.

• Resilience - An open invitation leads to a
diversity of participants, each of which has a full
copy of the blockchain running the application.
This redundancy makes the system resilient to
attacks and resistant to censorship.

Computing applications will require processing
capabilities nanosecond to femtosecond (ns—fs)
range. Most of the applications that are being

proposed by blockchain startups will require a
high capacity for data storage. For example, an
application that uses a blockchain to execute
• Distributed Verification - Programs and data
reside in multiple locations and can be verified by insurance contracts and automatically dispense
reimbursements for claims will require access
many parties independent of one another.
to data about the customer profile as well as
any other documentation that is relevant to the
Scaling
case. Given the state
of the technology, it is
One undeniable aim of
not feasible for all this
the typical blockchain
While mass adoption at first seems
data to be stored on a
or cryptocurrency
desirable, no blockchain now available to
blockchain. Distributed
developer is to design
the public is ready to support any amount
file storage systems
a system that will
of heavy traffic.
may provide a solution,
attract as many users
but they are still under
as possible. This is
construction.
perhaps true of any
startup. But it is particularly true of blockchainbased startups, which are implementing
applications on top of a novel cryptocurrency. In
these cases, the demand for the service directly
impacts the price of the currency used to operate
the application.

While mass adoption at first seems desirable, no
blockchain now available to the public is ready to
support any amount of heavy traffic. This fact is
aptly demonstrated by the constraints of the two
most popular blockchains.

Bitcoin is able to process around seven
transactions per second. Ethereum, while faster,
can still only handle around 20 transactions per
second. Both rates pale in comparison to the
performance of transaction networks such as Visa
and Mastercard which process thousands of card
swipes per second.

SIGNature is interested in developing standards
in the following areas:

1. The security of blockchains as well as user
interfaces such as wallets, exchanges and
payment portals.
2. The design of smart contracts. Standards may
touch upon the use of proper business logic, the
means for verifying smart contract code, and
the necessary steps to be taken when linking
multiple smart contracts in a single application.
3. Data validation.
4. Data privacy and giving end-users the
capability to selectively disclose their information.
5. Interoperability such that functions performed
on one chain can be replicated and extended on
another chain.
6. Interoperability with consumer devices, and
secure implementation of IoT.

ROADMAP
2026

I.P.O

2025

Business Expansion
Worldwide company establishment
Cross countries Regulations

2024

Platform Expansion
Expanding Platform and Features
Expanding Human Resources
Expanding Network and Infrastructures
More Blockchain Platforms

2023

BUSINESS SCALING UP
TTD Foundation Setup
Expand Partnership
Metaverse Development
AI / Machine Learning

2022

BLOCKCHAIN AND METAVERSE
DEVELOPMENT

2021

company established,
token and apps development
May 2021 Tiga Token Digital Established
June 2021 NEFTiPEDiA Token
August 2021 DOOiT Token
October 2021 NFT Marketplace Apps
December 2021 DOOiT Excghange
December 2021 NEFTiLAND NFT Game

Q3 2022 SiGNATURE Blockchain
Q3 2022 SiGNATURE Coin
Q4 2022 Neftiland V.2 (Prepare Metaverse)
Marketplace Augment Realities
Payments Gateway

TEAMS
Jimmi Saputra – CEO & Founder
Jimmi is the Founder and the key figure behind Tiga Token Digital
Inc., in addition to focusing on NEFTiPEDiA as COO, NEFTiLAND
as CEO, DOOiT Exchange as CEO and in SIGNature Blockchain as
CEO. Jimmi has over 25 years of marketing, communication, and
advertising experience, as well as 13 years of experience investing in
and building startups. Jimmi is on a mission to teach every crypto
user how to evaluate systems and invest wisely.

Natalia Saputra – COO & Co-Founder
Natalia is an experienced team leader in the hospitality industry,
who is ready to apply the knowledge and the understanding
of the whole new world development process in the sphere of
cryptocurrencies and has since been the key driver behind the
Tiga Token Digital ethos. Natalia is a governing NEFTiPEDiA as
CEO, General Director in Pegasus Indonesia and COO of DOOiT
Exchange.

Dimas Widianto – CTO & Co-Founder
Dimas is a lifelong software engineer, he has developed software for
a wide array of industries including mathematics, big data analytics,
telecom, manufacturing and Blockchain. He currently leads
engineering teams to deliver robust, highly available and secure full
stack solutions.

Steve Sabaru – CFO & Co-Founder
Steve is an investment enthusiast with years of experience in
capital market, mutual fund, private equity and corporate finance.
He has worked in well known financial institutions including some
Indonesian reputable family offices. His strong combination of
finesse and expertise in the financial market and business savviness
is a great asset to the team.

AFA – Analyst Director Officer & Co-Founder
Software engineer with a mature programming language (Java,
Javascript, Python, Go, etc.) currently involved in backend app
development type, such as for web, background process, automate
crawler engine, and natural language. Start a career as a full-stack
programmer with using Ext.js, this framework makes him get good
Javascript skills. Even though he have good skills for frontend, as
time goes by, He enchanted with a node js as a backend script base
in collaboration using SQL and NoSQL as a supported platform.: ….

Made Supardi – Development Director Officer &
Co-Founder
Experience in backend development using Laravel Framework and
NodeJS. Working knowledge in MacOS, Ubuntu and Windows. Have
used Laravel framework and NodeJS for web development. And also
have basic knowledge on ASP.NET CORE

Amril Nuryan – Media Related + R&D & CoFounder
Amril is the inspiration of creativity, he has acquired many
professional skills over his lifetime as a video
editor, animator, photographer, graphic designer and is
now a film producer. He is very much interested in the
development of the blockchain technology and sees
many opportunities that can arise from this technology.
Because of this interest he is given the responsibility to
conduct research and development as well as to become
a leader for all media relations in the company.
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